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1. INTRODUCTION 
Landscape-level planning in TFL 45 requires identification of sensitive sites and 
hydroriparian features for designing reserve networks. For sensitive sites analysis,  
International Forest Products (IFP) is adopting a similar approach to that used for a 
recently completed Interim Watershed Plan in the Clayoquot. Following 
recommendations from the Clayoquot Scientific Panel, criteria were developed for 
defining sensitive soils and unstable terrain which were applied to landscape-level 
inventory data. These formed the core of reserve networks. Hydroriparian planning in 
TFL 45 will assess the application of the Hydroriparian Planning Guide (HPG) in 
designing related reserve networks. This project is intended to provide core data to 
support that analysis. This follows the comprehensive testing of the HPG in three small 
coastal watersheds completed in 2003 (Warttig and Landers 2003).  
 
Existing resource information for TFL 45 (TRIM, TEM, terrain stability, stream 
classification) can be used in a GIS analysis for deriving preliminary spatial data on 
sensitive sites and hydroriparian ecosystems. Not all features used for identifying these 
areas are comprehensively covered in the existing inventory data. Where appropriate, 
these inventories can be revisited through a focused photo interpretation exercise, and 
enhanced to better reflect key site features. 
 
The objectives of this project are to: 
• Identify opportunities for enhancing the TEM database to better reflect key site 

features used in identifying sensitive sites and hydroriparian ecosystems. 
• Based on the previous, review original typed airphotos (TEM polygons) and 

delineate additional polygons to enhance the database for deriving candidate reserve 
areas.  

• Based on analysis of available GIS databases,  generate spatial themes for 
identifying sensitive sites and relevant hydroriparian features. 

 

2. STUDY AREA 
The study area is located in the northern portion of the south coastal mainland around 
Knight Inlet and Phillips and Frederick Arms. It encompasses the southern Klinaklini 
River, Sim River, and Franklin River drainages at the northern end of Knight Inlet; the 
Kwalate Creek, Sallie Creek, Millerd Creek, and Glacier Bay areas along Knight Inlet; 
and the Phillips Arm, Frederick Arm, and the east end of West Thurlow Island areas 
south of Knight Inlet. The study area focuses on the continuously forested portion of the 
TFL that represents approximately 78,000 ha of the total TFL area of 235,000 ha. The 
majority of the excluded portion encompasses non-forested rock, ice, and subalpine and 
alpine sites (Figure 1). This reflects the primary application of the results which is design 
of reserve networks within the forested landbase. 
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FIGURE 1. Study area 
 

3. METHODS 

3.1 Sensitive Sites 

3.1.1 Overview 
Sensitive sites includes unstable terrain, as well as sites that are sufficiently constrained 
in their properties to preclude sustainable forest management.  According to 
recommendations of the Clayoquot Scientific Panel, unstable terrain is defined by Class 
5 stability class according to the Guidelines and standards for terrain mapping in British 
Columbia (Resource Inventory Committee, 1996). Criteria for defining sensitive sites 
were broadly outlined by the Scientific Panel, then developed in more detail by Ministry 
of Forests specialists. These criteria are summarized in Table 1.  
 
The focus of this analysis is to identify polygons which potentially serve as core units for 
designing reserve networks. They do not include buffers. 
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TABLE 1. Criteria for establishing landscape-level sensitive soil reserves in the 
Clayoquot 
Category 
 

Terrain type 

Bedrock terrain R 
Shallow organic matter Ox 
Organic soils O 
Blocky and bouldery 
colluvial material 

Ca and Cb 

Active colluvial cones or 
fans and alluvial fans 

Ff and Cc 

Poor growing sites varied 
 

3.1.2 TFL 45Approach 
The source data for unstable terrain was a GIS database containing terrain stability 
mapping originally completed by Lewis Consulting in the mid 1990’s, and subsequently 
updated in 2001 by Jacques Whitford and Associates Ltd. Polygons with a class 5 rating 
were exported into a separate database containing only these polygons. Terrain stability 
polygons encompassed both forested and non-forested areas. 
 
The source data for sensitive soils included Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping (TEM) data 
completed in 2000 and 2003 by B.A. Blackwell and Associates Ltd., as well as 
“enhanced” mapping completed for this project. The TEM data was used to classify 
polygons according to sensitive soil criteria based on component 1 polygon attributes. 
This was felt to be of sufficient precision to meet landscape-level planning requirements. 
Correlations were based on characteristic features of site units which most closely fell 
within the range of sensitive soil criteria (Table 2). 
 
TABLE 2. Correlation between sensitive soil criteria and site unit features. 
Sensitive soil  
 

Characteristic site unit features1

Bedrock terrain Rock and forested rock bluff units 
Shallow organic Pl-Lichen units 
Organic soils Pl-Sphagnum, Sphagnum bog, and Carex fen units 
Blocky colluvial material Talus, brushy talus units, and units with blocky talus site modifiers 
Poor growing site Low productivity sites considered too limited for forest 

management. These include sites that are wet (Pl-Sphagnum, 
Skunk cabbage, low bench floodplain), very dry (Pl-Lichen), or 
marginal open-forest Mountain Hemlock zone units. Most of these 
sites were defined as “low productivity” for net downs in the TFL 45 
Management Plan 4. 

 
Because of the potential for overlapping criteria, polygons were rated for each applicable 
criteria. For example, a Pl-Lichen dominated polygon would be flagged for both “shallow 
organic” and “poor growing site”. A field for the total number of flagged criteria for each 
polygon was also included.  Polygons with an applicable sensitive soil rating were 
exported into a separate database containing only these polygons. 
 

                                                 
1 Based on database dictionary described in Green (2000). 
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These criteria encompassed both forested and non-forested areas. To facilitate analysis 
constrained only to forested landscapes, a “non-forested” field was included to identify 
non-forested polygons. 
 
The existing TEM database did not specifically identify active colluvial cones or fans, and 
alluvial fans.  All the existing 1:15,000 colour photos containing TEM polygon linework 
were reviewed with the above features in mind. Where these features were recognized, 
they were delineated and added to a GIS database directly in ArcMap 8.0. Typically this 
involved tracing existing TEM polygon boundaries, with additional boundaries added as 
required. Polygon attributes identified the type of applicable feature. For this study, these 
included low gradient alluvial fans, as well as high gradient colluvial-fluvial fans such as 
debris flow fans. They all featured active deposition and at least one stream. Colluvial 
cones which did not appear to include active streams were not included. Generally these 
would be picked up by the “blocky colluvial material” criteria  Although not included in the 
Clayoquot  criteria, low and medium bench floodplains were considered sensitive and 
were added to the data. Polygons dominated by low and medium bench ecosystems 
were identified using the TEM database, and exported and appended to the above 
database. The result was a database containing active fans and floodplains. It was 
retained as a separate layer to facilitate flexibility in subsequent analyses. 

3.1.3 Databases 
The sensitive site information is contained in three separate databases. The intent is to 
provide flexibility for subsequent GIS analysis where individual components can be 
considered for the design of reserves. For example, values and related reserve buffers 
may vary according to different “sensitive” features. Also, overlapping criteria can be 
recognized and weighted accordingly in the analysis. The following describes the 
database structure and fields for each database. Fields relating to polygon referencing 
are not included. Examples of each database are shown in Figures 2-4. 

3.1.3.1 Unstable terrain database (shape file “Sensitive_Class5”) 
 
Field 
 

Description 

AREA_HA  Polygon area 
STABCLS Terrain stability class (5 in all cases) 
 

3.1.3.2 Sensitive soils database (shape file “Sensitive_Site”) 
Field 
 

Description 

AREA_HA Polygon area 
SEN_NF Non-forested; Y if applicable 
SEN_BE Bedrock terrain; Y if applicable 
SEN_SO Shallow organic; Y if applicable 
SEN_OR Organic soils; Y if applicable 
SEN_TA Blocky colluvial material; Y if applicable 
SEN_PO Poor growing site; Y if applicable 
SEN_CNT Count of sensitive soil criteria applicable for the polygon (1 or 2) 
SOURCE Core TEM data; Data source 
IFP_TLAB Core TEM data; Biogeoclimatic unit 
SDEC_1 Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - % decile 
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IFP_S1 Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - site series 
IFP_M1A Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - 1st site modifier 
IFP_M1B Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - 2nd site modifier 
IFP_M1C Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - 3rd site modifier 
SDEC_2 Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - % decile 
IFP_S2 Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - site series 
IFP_M2A Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - 1st site modifier 
IFP_M2B Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - 2nd site modifier 
IFP_M2C Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - 3rd site modifier 
SDEC_3 Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - % decile 
IFP_S3 Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - site series 
IFP_M3A Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - 1st site modifier 
IFP_M3B Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - 2nd site modifier 
IFP_M3C Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - 3rd site modifier 
 

3.1.3.3 Fans-floodplains database (shape file “Sensitive_Fans-floodplain”) 
Field 
 

Description 

AREA_HA Polygon area 
SENSIT Fan/floodplain class;  
 CF Colluvial-fluvial fan 
 CFFL Colluvial-fluvial fan/floodplain valley bottom complex 
 FF Fluvial fan 
 FFFL Fluvial fan/floodplain valley bottom complex 
 FL Low and medium bench floodplain 
SOURCE Core TEM data; Data source 
IFP_TLAB Core TEM data; Biogeoclimatic unit 
SDEC_1 Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - % decile 
IFP_S1 Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - site series 
IFP_M1A Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - 1st site modifier 
IFP_M1B Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - 2nd site modifier 
IFP_M1C Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - 3rd site modifier 
SDEC_2 Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - % decile 
IFP_S2 Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - site series 
IFP_M2A Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - 1st site modifier 
IFP_M2B Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - 2nd site modifier 
IFP_M2C Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - 3rd site modifier 
SDEC_3 Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - % decile 
IFP_S3 Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - site series 
IFP_M3A Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - 1st site modifier 
IFP_M3B Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - 2nd site modifier 
IFP_M3C Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - 3rd site modifier 
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FIGURE 2. Example of class 5 terrain polygons. 
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FIGURE 3. Example of sensitive soil polygons. Poor growing site and  non-forested not 
included due to overlap with other classes. 
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FIGURE 4. Example of fans-floodplain polygons.  
 

3.2 Hydroriparian Ecosystems 

3.2.1 Overview 
The Coast Information Team’s (CIT) recently completed Hydroriparian Planning Guide 
provides guidelines to support forest management planning designed to 
maintain hydroriparian functions at a watershed scale. One of the key components of 
this process is to map hydroriparian ecosystems (Table 3). These, together with their 
hydroriparian zone buffers, are used in designing reserve networks at the watershed 
planning level. For this project, existing GIS data was used to identify hydroriparian 
ecosystems, to the extent possible given available attributes. The focus is to identify 
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polygons which serve as core units for designing reserve networks. They do not include 
buffers. 
 
Table 3. Hydroriparian ecosystems according to the CIT Hydroriparian Planning Guide. 
 
Hydroriparian ecosystem 
 

Characteristics 

Stream 
Small, very steep streams >20% gradient; < 3m wide; perennial, seasonal, and 

ephemeral streams 
Small, steep streams 4-20% gradient; < 3m wide; perennial or seasonal 
Small and intermediate, low 
gradient streams  

 <4% gradient; < 10m wide perennial or seasonal 

Non-stream 
Torrented gullies >20% gradient; steep confined channels; ravine 

microclimate 
Fans 4-20% gradient; characteristic alluvial fan formation in 

valley floors 
Floodplains <4% gradient; complex alluvial ecosystems influenced by 

flooding river systems 
Karst landscapes Complex landscape with underground flowing channels 
Forested swamps Forested wet minerotrophic ecosystems  
Sedge fens Non-forested Carex dominated wetlands 
Slope/blanket bogs Non-forested oligotrophic Sphagnum-dominated wetlands 
Wetland ponds Small shallow ponds and associated aquatic vegetation 
Lakes Freshwater ecosystems 
Shoreline saltspray forests Seaside forests influenced by saltspray and wind 
Estuaries Rich ecosystems at interface of tidal marine and freshwater 
 

3.2.2 TFL 45Approach 

3.2.2.1 Non-stream features 
For purposes of this analysis, hydroriparian ecosystems are divided into streams (creeks 
and rivers) and non-streams (all other categories). The source data for non-stream 
features  included Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping (TEM) data, as well as the fans-
floodplains data from the sensitive site analysis.  Alluvial fan polygons (FF class) were 
exported from the floodplain-fan database, and merged with the TEM data. The resulting 
data was used to classify polygons according to hydroriparian ecosystem criteria based 
on component 1 polygon attributes. Correlations were based on characteristic features 
of site units which most closely fell within the range of listed criteria (Table 4). Fans were 
identified separately.   
 
TABLE 4. Correlation between non-stream hydroriparian ecosystem criteria and site unit 
features. 
Hydroriparian ecosystem1

 
Characteristic site unit features 

Fans Alluvial fans from “fans-floodplain” data 
Torrented gullies Units with ravine site modifier 
Floodplains High, medium, and low bench floodplain units 
Forested swamps CWH skunk cabbage units 
Sedge fen Carex fen units 
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Bog Sphagnum bog units 
Ponds Shallow water pond units 
Lakes Lake units 
Estuaries Crabapple estuary units 
1 Karst landscapes and shoreline saltspray forests not present in study area 
 
Polygons with an applicable hydroriparian ecosystem class were exported into a 
separate database containing only these polygons. These classes encompassed both 
forested and non-forested areas. To facilitate analysis constrained only to forested 
landscapes, a “non-forested” field was included to identify non-forested polygons. 

3.2.2.2 Stream features 
The source data for stream features was the TRIM stream coverage and related digital 
elevation model (DEM). The stream data was separated into 2-sided rivers and single 
line creeks. The 2-sided rivers were converted to polygons and exported to a separate 
GIS database. Creeks were classified into gradient classes (>20%, 10-20%, <10%) 
based on the TRIM DEM data. This represents a slight departure in that the low gradient 
class is <10% rather than <4%. This coarser filter is necessary to better capture site-
level streams (W. Warttig, pers. comm. 2006).  Interfor’s available riparian stream class 
data (S1-S6) was overlain with the creek gradient data, with the resulting database 
containing both stream gradient class and riparian stream class for all creeks contained 
in the TRIM data. Creek width was approximated based on the riparian stream class 
(Table 5). This data, together with creek gradient, were used to assign hydroriparian 
stream classes (Table 6). 
 
TABLE 5. Average stream width for riparian stream class (BC Ministry of Forests, 1995). 
Stream class Stream width 

 
S1 >20m 
S2 5 - 20m 
S3 1.5 – 5m 
S4 <1.5m 
S5 >3m 
S6 <=3m 
 
 
TABLE 6. Hydroriparian stream classes. 
Class Description 

 
Criteria Comments 

A Small, very steep creeks >20% gradient, <3m 
width 

S3 spans 3m criteria; 
S3>20% assumed to be 
narrower and therefore 
included in this class 

B Small, steep creeks 10-20% gradient, <3m 
width 

S3 assumed to be wider 
if <20% therefore not 
included in this class 

C Small and intermediate, 
low gradient creeks 

<10% gradient, <10m 
width 

It is not possible to 
resolve 10m width in the 
available data; it is 
assumed most single 
line creeks <20m wide; 
for this analysis all 
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creeks <10% gradient 
were included in this 
class  

D Creeks with riparian 
class that don’t meet 
above criteria 

n/a n/a 

E Creeks missing riparian 
class 

n/a n/a 

 
 
The 2-sided river data was overlain with a 10m resolution slope raster generated from 
the TRIM DEM, where three slope classes were recognized (<10%, 10-20%, >20%). 
Based on the pattern of slope class grid cells distributed along rivers, reaches of similar 
slope were partitioned. For each reach, the average slope class and width was 
calculated. Figure 5 illustrates partitioning of a river polygon based on pattern of slope 
class grid cells. The left portion is predominantly slope class <10% while the right portion 
is dominated by slope class >20%. The resulting database contained rivers with sections 
classified by slope class.  
 

 
FIGURE 5. Example of partitioning river polygons according to distribution of slope class 
grid cells. 

3.2.3 Databases 
Hydroriparian features are contained in three separate databases. The first 
encompasses “non-stream” hydroriparian features, while the second and third cover 
“stream” hydroriparian features, including single line creek data, and polygon river data, 
respectively.  The following describes the database structure and fields for each 
database. Fields relating to polygon referencing are not included. Examples of each 
database are shown in Figures 6-8. 
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3.2.3.1 Non-stream features database (shape file “Hydro_ecosystems”) 
 
Field 
 

Description 

AREA_HA Polygon area (ha) 
SEN_NF Non-forested; Y if applicable 
HYDRO Hydroriparian ecosystem class 
 AF Alluvial fans 
 RV Torrented gullies (ravines) 
 FP floodplains 
 FS Forested swamps 
 SF Sedge fens 
 BG bogs 
 PD ponds 
 LA lakes 
 ES estuaries 
SOURCE Core TEM data; Data source 
IFP_TLAB Core TEM data; Biogeoclimatic unit 
SDEC_1 Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - % decile 
IFP_S1 Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - site series 
IFP_M1A Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - 1st site modifier 
IFP_M1B Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - 2nd site modifier 
IFP_M1C Core TEM data; 1st ecosystem component - 3rd site modifier 
SDEC_2 Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - % decile 
IFP_S2 Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - site series 
IFP_M2A Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - 1st site modifier 
IFP_M2B Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - 2nd site modifier 
IFP_M2C Core TEM data; 2nd ecosystem component - 3rd site modifier 
SDEC_3 Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - % decile 
IFP_S3 Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - site series 
IFP_M3A Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - 1st site modifier 
IFP_M3B Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - 2nd site modifier 
IFP_M3C Core TEM data; 3rd ecosystem component - 3rd site modifier 
 

3.2.3.2 Stream features databases –stream classes (shape file “Hydro_creeks”) 
 
Field 
 

Description 

HYDROSTR Hydroriparian stream class 
 A Small, very steep creeks 
 B Small, steep creeks 
 C Small and intermediate, low gradient creeks 
 D Creeks with riparian class that don’t meet above criteria 
 E Creeks missing riparian class 
SLOPE_CLS Stream gradient class (<10%, 10-20%, >20%) 
R_CLASS Riparian stream class (S1 – S6) 
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3.2.3.3 Stream features databases – 2-sided  river classes (shape file “Hydro_rivers”) 
Field 
 

Description 

SLOPE_CLS River gradient class (<10%, 10-20%, >20%) 
WIDTH Average width 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 6. Example of hydroriparian ecosystem polygons.  
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FIGURE 7. Example of hydroriparian stream classes.  
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FIGURE 8. Example of hydroriparian river classes.  
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